FEATHERLITE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LTD.
List of end life treatment (disposal plan) for materials used in chair products
Sl. No

1

2

3

4

Component

Base

ABS/Bushes/ Buffers

Arms holder

Arms/Arm pads

Type

Rocket
Smart
Sun

Component picture

183 , 154 ,chounch arms

NYLON-30% GF(glass
filled)

Sun

nylon / Plastic /
polyurethane/Polypropy
lene

slanted

154

State

Recyclable
(Yes/No)

Disposal with ECO
waste
(Yes/No)

Approximate Life in
initial Disposal method
years

Smart

Rocket

Seat covers, leg base
bushes & buffers

slanted , tafe arms

Material

tafe arms

183

chounch
arms

nylon / Plastic /
polyurethane/Polypropy
lene/Delrin

nylon / Plastic /
(PU)polyurethane/Polyp
ropylene

solid

solid

solid

solid

yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

no

No

No

No

8

8

8

8

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Contact

5

6

7

8

9

BACKS

Fabric

Mesh

leatherette

Plywood

Magna, Contact, Astro

Crape
Micra

AC-60
AC - 34
AC- 85
AN - 70
AN - 75

leatherette

Seat plywood

Magna

Astro

nylon / Plastic /
polyurethane/Polypropy
lene(PP-GF(20%))

Polyester

Polyester

synthetic cloth fibers
covered in PVC or
polyurethane (PU)

Plywood

solid

solid

solid

solid

solid

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

yes

Biodegradability
interact with
different factors
(type of board, glue,
type of raw material,
and so on).

8

5

5

5

5

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Potential Impact
during usage
During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
sell to secondary
not have any
market for other
Acidification,Eutrophica
applications like School
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
bags,grocery bags &
depletingor Smog or
lining material
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
sell to secondary
phase our products do
market for other
not have any
applications like School Acidification,Eutrophica
bags & bee keeping suit tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
for visibility and
depletingor Smog or
ventilation.
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
sell to secondary
not have any
market for other
Acidification,Eutrophica
applications like valet, tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
hand bags & bagpacks.
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
it can be reused as saw
not have any
dust for making
Acidification,Eutrophica
particleboard/ sell to
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
secondary market /To
depletingor Smog or
be Incinerated
carcinogenic impact .

Impact assessed area
during Reuse/recycle
Stage

Potential Impact
During Reuse / recycling

Approximate Number of times
Material can be recycled

Final Disposal method

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2-3 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Landfill
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
(when the materials recycling
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
potential is over it is finaly disposed)
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2-3 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Landfill
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
(when the materials recycling
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
potential is over it is finaly disposed)
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2-3 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2-3 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2-3 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2 times
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
CO2,So,NO,
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

material can be recycled 3-4 times
depends on purity of material.
Material can only be recycled finite
times before the material will
deteriorate stage by stage, then it
should finally be disposed

Controles
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
Landfill
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
(when the materials recycling
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
potential is over it is finaly disposed) controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
Landfill
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
(when the materials recycling
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
potential is over it is finaly disposed) controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
Landfill
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
(when the materials recycling
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
potential is over it is finaly disposed) controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
Landfill
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
(when the materials recycling
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
potential is over it is finaly disposed) controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
Landfill
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
(when the materials recycling
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
potential is over it is finaly disposed) controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
Landfill
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
(when the materials recycling
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
potential is over it is finaly disposed) controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
Dry land disposal is
use appropriate Methods
acceptable But Biodegradability
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
interact with different factors (type of
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
board, glue, type of raw material, and
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
so on).
/Dealers
(when the materials recycling
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
potential is over it is finally disposed )
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

corrugated box

castors

poly /bubble cover

Box Packaging Strap
(bel patti)

BOPP tape

seat foam

Base

Gaslift

Mechanism

Back bend

2Ply,3ply,5ply,Packing
material/consumables

CT-500
CT-600
CT-650

pulp/cellulose fibres

CT-500

CT-600

CT-650

Packing
material/consumables

low-density
polyethylene

PP Box Strapping
Roll/consumables

PP(Polypropylene)

consumables/biaxial
oriented polypropylene
(BOPP)

Biaxially Oriented
(Polypropylene)

Contact
Mercury
indigo

Veta
Beta
Zeta
Aluminium

Regular Swage(100)
125
Single swage
Double Swage

Multilock
singlelock
Centertilt
Kneetilt
Nontilting

J bend

PP(Polypropylene)/
Nylon6 / PA6(Polyamide
6)/polyurethane

Polyoil/ISO Cynate

Beta

Single
swage

Aluminium

100

Double
Swage

Zeta

125

Mild steel/Aluminium

Mild steel

Mild steel

Mild steel

solid

solid

solid

solid

solid

solid

solid

solid

solid

solid

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

yes

yes

yes

yes

Biodegradability
corrugated box are
interact with
consumable items it
different factors
should be stored in
(type of Cardbord
proper dry
sheet , glue, type of
conditions. Only for
raw material, and so
Few years
on).

no

No

No

No

No

no

no

no

no

8

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
it can be reused as or
Acidification,Eutrophica
Sold to nearby scrap
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
dealer
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
poly /bubble cover
Refer to
not have any
are consumable
manufacturer/supplier
Acidification,Eutrophica
items it should be
for information on
stored in proper dry
recovery/recycling. tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
conditions. Only for it can be reused or Sold depletingor Smog or
Few years
to nearby scrap dealer carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Box Packaging Strap
it can be reused or Sold Acidification,Eutrophica
are consumable
to nearby scrap dealer tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
items . 8 years
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

BOPP tapes are
consumable items 5
to 10 years

5

10

10

10

10

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

sell to secondary
market for other
applications like
pillows,cushions&car
head rests

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Dry land disposal is
Polycyclic aromatic
acceptable But Biodegradability
hydrocarbons
interact with different factors (type of
Volatile organic compounds
it can be reused & recycled few times
Cardbord sheet , glue, type of raw
CO2,So,NO,
and then disposed
material, and so on).
Phosphates,pesticides,
(when the materials recycling
particulates may cause
potential is over it is finally disposed )
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
material can be recycled 2 times
Landfill
hydrocarbons
depends on purity of material.Material
gather material and place in
Volatile organic compounds
can only be recycled finite times
appropriate container for disposal
CO2,So,NO,
before the material will deteriorate
(when the materials recycling
Phosphates,pesticides,
stage by stage, then it should finaly be
potential is over it is finally disposed)
particulates may cause
disposed
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
it can be reused & recycled few times
CO2,So,NO,
and then disposed
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Landfill
(when the materials recycling
potential is over it is finally disposed)

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
it can be reused & recycled few times
CO2,So,NO,
and then disposed
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Landfill
(when the materials recycling
potential is over it is finally disposed)

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
In the case of thermal recycling, the
Polycyclic aromatic
adhesive tape, which has been sorted,
hydrocarbons
does not
Landfill
Volatile organic compounds
cause harmful emissions.
(when the materials recycling
CO2,So,NO,
potential is over it is finally disposed)
Phosphates,pesticides,
it can be recycled few times and then
particulates may cause
disposed.
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Landfill
Volatile organic compounds
Reuse by making pillows and head rest
(when the materials recycling
CO2,So,NO,
potential is over it is finally disposed)
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
CO2,So,NO,
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
CO2,So,NO,
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
CO2,So,NO,
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
CO2,So,NO,
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Metal can be recycled time and time
again without degrading

Metal can be recycled time and time
again without degrading

Metal can be recycled time and time
again without degrading

Metal can be recycled time and time
again without degrading

need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
need to avoid landfill contamination.We will in phased
manner use eco friendly methods and avoid material that
causes impact on environment.
use appropriate Methods
and controlled conditions before reprocessing,
to avoid air pollution and human contact.(Final disposal &
controle methods to be communcated to our customers
/Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

Recycle

We will in phased manner use water soluble surface
coatings and avoid material that causes impact.
There are no controls we have to communicate/institute in
the recycle phase and are taken care by the metal
foundries .(Final disposal & controle methods to be
communcated to our customers /Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

Recycle

We will in phased manner use water soluble surface
coatings and avoid material that causes impact.
There are no controls we have to communicate/institute in
the recycle phase and are taken care by the metal
foundries .(Final disposal & controle methods to be
communcated to our customers /Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

Recycle

We will in phased manner use water soluble surface
coatings and avoid material that causes impact.
There are no controls we have to communicate/institute in
the recycle phase and are taken care by the metal
foundries .(Final disposal & controle methods to be
communcated to our customers /Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

Recycle

We will in phased manner use water soluble surface
coatings and avoid material that causes impact.
There are no controls we have to communicate/institute in
the recycle phase and are taken care by the metal
foundries .(Final disposal & controle methods to be
communcated to our customers /Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)
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Back frame

fasteners

solid

Allen Bolts, allen
flang,washers,screws

Prepared by (Designer-FP3):
Format No.: FP/IM/D/DD/3166, Rev.0, Date: 05.10.2017

Mild steel

Mild steel

solid

solid

yes

Yes

Checked & Approved by
(HOD-FP3-Design):

no

No

10

10

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

Sold to nearby scrap
dealer

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

During the product use
phase our products do
not have any
Acidification,Eutrophica
tion / Ecotoxicity ,Ozone
depletingor Smog or
carcinogenic impact .

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
CO2,So,NO,
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Ozone Depleation
green house gasses
Air pollution
Carcinogens
pesticides
Summer Smog
Winter Smog
Acidificatiions
Eutrophication

Water,air& soil emissions:
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Volatile organic compounds
CO2,So,NO,
Phosphates,pesticides,
particulates may cause
carcinogenic impacts to
humans during recycling

Metal can be recycled time and time
again without degrading

Metal can be recycled time and time
again without degrading

Recycle

We will in phased manner use water soluble surface
coatings and avoid material that causes impact.
There are no controls we have to communicate/institute in
the recycle phase and are taken care by the metal
foundries .(Final disposal & controle methods to be
communcated to our customers /Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

Recycle

We will in phased manner use water soluble surface
coatings and avoid material that causes impact.
There are no controls we have to communicate/institute in
the recycle phase and are taken care by the metal
foundries .(Final disposal & controle methods to be
communcated to our customers /Dealers
http://www.featherlitefurniture.com/drupal/sites/defau
lt/files/pdf_documents/ID.PDF.)

